


THE COMPANY

Established from the passion of Gleria Eresside, Conceria Leonica develops a vast and 
deep-rooted experience in the sector since 1961, and in the hands of his sons Urbano e 
Mariano Gleria it continues to progress with constant development and consolidation 
with the third generation.

Conceria Leonica develops the whole tanning process. It purchases raw hides on world 
market and works on various production’s stages: lime-pit, mineral tanning, dyeing and 
finishing. The production capacity is around 1.000.000 leather’s square feet per month, 
shared by aniline, full pigmented grain, half grain, corrected grain.

We supply multiple productive sectors and are structured to customize the leather 
according to the needs of our customers and techniques required by specific market.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY RUNS SIDE BY SIDE WITH CRAFTSMANSHIP

Tradition, experience, quality, technology and the commitment to satisfying the 
requirements of the most demanding costumers, exploiting highly qualified technical 
personnel.

The possibility of performing complete cycle production allows therefore complete 
control of processing and the tests, performed by competent personnel with the 
assistance of avant-garde machinery. The result is a natural leather in every detail, that 
fully satisfies the particular demands of each costumer.

Our business organization, the continuous search for quality and the constancy in the 
maintenance of the same assisted us in achieving an important objective: the ICEC DNV 
UNI EN ISO 9001:2015, since 1999.



FURNITURE LEATHER

The leathers produced for furnishings are placed in the medium-high 
section of the market thanks to the extremely high quality and the 
necessary requisites of naturalness, softness, handle and feel.

We are capable of producing any article: from aniline, pigmented full 
grain, half grain to the corrected grain. Each article may have a 
different thickness and have different finishing: from a single shade to 
kelato, to two-tone color, to waxed and pull up effects, using various 
types of embossing and with opaque, semi-shiny and shiny finishes 
according to customer requirements.

A careful selection of raw materials, in-depth knowledge of the 
furnishing sector and the ability to customize the products in 
collaboration with the customer, make Conceria Leonica a landmark 
in the furniture market.



LEATHER FOR LEATHER GOODS

We are available to customize the leathers according to the specific 
needs of the customer, in different colours and finishing types.

Many prestigious fashion houses and companies in the luxury sector 
choose top quality Leonica leathers for their productions.

Our technical staff is always available to designers, stylists and 
creatives to define together the characteristics of the leathers suitable 
for the production of leather goods and fashion items.



AUTOMOTIVE INTERIORS

There’s no other natural material better than leather for car interiors 
linings, because it combines high technical performance with elegance 
over time.

Leather indeed creates a feeling of uniqueness and comfort in car seats 
that always accompanies us on the road.

Conceria Leonica offers a range of products that not only reflects the 
high standards required by the market, but also offers the flexibility to 
vary the production cycle according to the needs and customizations 
requested by the customer.



AIRCRAFT INTERIORS

In this sector leather needs special technical attention to the high safety 
standards required.

This is how, more than 20 years ago, our technical and fireproof aviation 
leather line AEROCLASSIC was born, that in the various print structures 
and customizations maintains a high level of performance and durability 
over time to minimize “machine downtime”.

AEROCLASSIC conforms to the fire resistance requirements of the sector 
and we can offer a rapid service of customization of color and quantity, 
thanks to the stock of fireproof semi-finished ready for finishing.



NAUTICAL INTERIORS

After years of development and research we created the MARINE line, 
dedicated to the nautical sector for interior finishes of yachts and boats, 
where the waterproofness of the finishes, the resistance to abrasion and 
to UV rays are among the main technical characteristics required.

We offer a wide range of colors and prints to match every aesthetic 
and design need.

OUTDOOR is the article for interiors and exteriors par excellence. It was 
born from the desire to offer a leather that can also be used externally, 
with superior wear resistance over time to sunlight, moisture, salt, sweat 
and cold.



RAILWAY INTERIORS

The comfort of the leather seats and armchairs is increasingly present in 
train carriages, especially in business and first class high-speed trains. 
The use of leather gives indeed a high comfort as well as a technical 
and physical resistance that allows the maximum performance.

LEOTECH, our leather line dedicated to railways, meets the technical 
safety features required by current regulations and standards, while 
maintaining a good degree of customization in terms of printing and 
color. 



LEATHER FOR SADDLERY

For over ten years Conceria Leonica, along with its technical staff, has 
designed and produced a line of leather specifically designed for those 
who make saddles and riding accessories by combining the naturalness 
and quality of the material with the technical requirements of 
resistances and grip to satisfy the most demanding customers.

We use only oils and vegetable fats, in order to get a soft and natural 
but at the same time braking leather, or a light finish combined with a 
captivating touch to give better protection to the leather.

NATURALNESS AND TRADITION WITH THE BEST TECHNOLOGY



Our leathers are distributed through a consolidated international sales 
network: around 85% of production is exported to North Europe, United 
State and Asia, whilst 15% is sold on the national territory. This allows us to 
study and know how to satisfy the most varied market demands.

Conceria Leonica is committed to making known and appreciated the 
Made in Italy all over the world and contributing at a national level to 
making Italy the leader in leather production.



CONCERIA LEONICA SPA
Via Rio Camparolo n. 4/B - 36045 LONIGO (VI) – ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 830644 – Fax: +39 0444 834865
Email: info@leonica.it

www.leonica.it 

This initiative is dedicated to 
entrepreneurs, production managers, 
technicians, purchasing managers, 
quality managers, stylists, designers and 
to all those business figures that are 
involved in the use and choice of leather 
in the context of their productions.

Leonica provides them with a 
dedicated “Tech & Style Hub” website 
reserved for sector operators. 
By registering at the Hub it is possible to 
find informative material, technical 
data sheets, video tutorials, reports on 
technologies, market trends and info 
about the always innovative methods 
of using the prestigious leathers worked 
in Italy.

In addition, "Tech & Style Hub" 
periodically organizes online events and 
meetings on the occasion of exhibitions 
or at many locations both in Italy and 
abroad.
A window to the evolution of the sector 
and the sustainability of production.

mailto:info@leonica.it
http://www.leonica.it/
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